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Provincial assessment programs are a facet of every K-12 education system in Canada, except in
Saskatchewan. Each province has evolved its own unique system of student testing, some of which are
more extensive and detailed than others. These student assessment programs are generally referred
to (though not always accurately) as standardized tests. Uniform assessment allowing for external
comparison, not to be confused with classroom testing administered by teachers, serves as an important
tool for both improving individual student achievement and improving education systems overall.
When province-wide student assessment data is made transparent for all stakeholders, it can serve as
a vital tool for enabling school-by-school comparison, facilitating improvements. At its core, uniform
assessment should provide fair, objective measurement of student achievement, testing all students at
the same level with the same material.
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In general, provincial assessments programs are an important
pillar of many provincial education systems. In most cases,
provincial assessment programs were disrupted by the
COVID-19 pandemic, and the longer-term impact of this disruption of student testing is yet to be seen. By incorporating
more course-content-based exams, focusing on uniform test-
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ing that allows for external comparison, ensuring students
have a stake in the tests they are taking, and ensuring testing is done throughout students’ K-12 educational careers,
provincial testing programs can be strengthened across
Canada. Additionally, increasing the transparency of the
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